Adapt, one world, one solution

AdaptSeeker
Unlock the Internet
Staffing firms can mine the Internet for information using
the Adapt Seeker module. This next generation of automated
searching technology will search the web for resumes,
companies, contacts, and other business intelligence.
By partnering with industry leaders infoGIST and Broadlook,
Adapt Seeker decreases time spent searching for information
– and increases the amount of time recruiters have available

AdaptSeeker

SEEKER

to use that information to drive business.

WHAT IS AUTOMATED SEARCHING?
Automated searching allows users to set up searches that run

How it works...

unattended to find and download documents containing key words
and phrases. infoGist and Broadlook have taken this concept a step
further and created an industry-specific data mining tool that finds
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information - such as resumes and sales/marketing data – and
downloads it into Adapt.
infoGIST’s automated resume searching can be launched from

OS DEVICE SEARCH

Familiar w/Windows XP and Linux

within Adapt to search multiple resume sources simultaneously
and quickly. By automatically sifting through payboards, freeboards
Search!

and independent sites across the web, infoGIST broadens the scope
of a search and increases the chance of filling a job while saving
recruiters countless hours of time.

The user inputs keywords for what they are looking for

Broadlook provides a revolutionary tool that searches the internet
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for information on marketing, sales leads, and networking
opportunities. This allows your sales team to spend valuable
time selling, not searching.
INTERNET

E-MAILS

INFOGIST, BROADLOOK, AND ADAPT

JOB
BOARDS

With Adapt Seeker, staffing firms will discover that finding people
and managing relationships is easier than ever. Recruiters can locate
resumes and perform mass imports directly into Adapt, making it a
snap to contact and track qualified applicants. They can use Seeker

Adapt Seeker then searches the internet, emails,
and job boards for resumes with those keywords...

to stay on top of contacts and candidates with reminders, and to find
the best prospects for your candidates easily. This creates placement
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opportunities and improves productivity.
SEARCH RESULTS (3 OF 3)
User

Name

OS Devices Known

Jmcadoo

John McAdoo

Windows XP, Linux

Bwalt

Bob Walton

Windows XP, Linux

kbryant

Kimberly Bryant

Windows XP, Linux

...and then compiles them in a list for your viewing
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